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Greetings from CD Mike Clancy: I would like to begin by thanking everyone who helped make this a great contest. Our hosts Mirian Schmidt (the 

Queen) and her son Robert for providing one of the nicest flying sites anywhere. My wife Carol who designed and printed the certificates, and 

spent hours doing the book-keeping. Ed Hamler and Mike Hofacre who helped with the scoring, Jim Temple who kept us supplied with drinks and 

ice. Larry Jolly who supplied a winch and ran the glider event. All of the visitors and spectators who assisted pilots and did timing. Mike Hofacre 

who ran the raffle. Several flyers who successfully flew in their first SAM contest, Mike Hofacre, Randy Bush, Lou Fox, Chris Morris, and Jerron 

Wlodaver, and especially the pilots who traveled long distances to attend. Notables were SAM President Bob Galler from Albuquerque, NM, An-

gelo Fattoracci, Larry Jolly, Dale and Phil, and Rick Holman from southern California, and Tom Empey from Oregon. 

Friday was setup day and a few flights were made. Saturday was very windy and a little flying was done later in the day. Sunday was perfect and 

many flights were made. Everyone seemed to have a good time and we hope to see you all (and even more) next year. 

Do not 
bother the 
grounds 
keeper. 
Clancy 
arrived to 
find a 
personal 
take off 
spot of 

foot hi 
grass. 

CD Mike 
Clancy at 
the registra-
tion table. 

Jim Temple, typical SAM flyer, small car, lots of 
models. 

Miriam and 
diners in the 
dining room 
having the 
usual and 
pleasant 
pancake 
breakfast. 



CRASH & BASH 2021 at Schmidt Ranch 

Steve Roselle and Brian Sargent ready Brian’s bit Bomber. 

A busy pit area. Jim Temple, Dale and Phil and Rick Holman. 

Brian Sargent and Steve Roselle ready a big Bomber above and a small 
one below. 

Lunch time for Brian Sargent and Angelo Fattoracci. 

Ed Hamler Launching Tom Empey’s Benny Boxcar 

Chris Morris, Jerron Wlodaver and Aric Wilmunder — standing 
around. 

John Eaton took 
many photos which 
will be featured in the 
next issue. Note the 
Eut Tlleston T-shirt. 



Dale and Phil about to launch the tomato killer Bomber. 
And there it is. A kamazi flight much to Miriam’s sorrow, a very 
dead tomato plant. Phil said just after launch he had no control. A 
big loop into and through the tree into the tomato plant. 

CRASH & BASH 2021 at Schmidt Ranch 

Lou Fox and his beautiful Benny Boxcar. This was Lou’s first 
SAM contes and he won electric LMR. 

Ed Hamler and Steve Roselle ready Ed’s B Ignition RC-1. 

Angelo ready for take off of his Brown Jr. powered RC-1.  
Tom Empey launching, Angelo pilot, Brian Chan timing, Phil 
Bernhardt watching. 

Your editor got to fly John Eatons 120 inch Benny Boxcar. Plane is 
well build and a beautiful flyer. 
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Larry Jolly winch launches Bob Galler’s Thermic 100. Sam Niece 
doing the timing. 

The “Old Time Glider” guys. Larry Jolly, Bob Galler, Brian Chan, 
and Sam Niece. 

Another picturesque launch by Ed Hamler. 

Doing the scoring Mike Hofacre, Mike Clancy, and Ed Hamler are 
encouraged by Miriam. 

Mary and Ed Hamler crowned the birthday girl with a tiara and 
cape. “Long live the Queen.” 

Miriam’s 80th birthday celebration featured a delicious Chinese 
dinner. The room was filled with hungry, happy people.  


